Week of the Young Child Celebration

On the beautiful morning of Wednesday, April 26th, preschoolers and kindergartners from the Children’s School and Cyert Center for Early Education met on the Cyert Center playground for a collaboratively planned Week of the Young Child Celebration. The children enjoyed dancing, parachute play, and swinging on tires. They explored worms, water, and sand. They made a collaborative snack and bird mobiles, listened to stories, and had a rock hunt. Thanks to Mrs. Rosenblum and Mrs. Wendolowski, who represented the Children’s School on the event planning team, for a wonderful way to help the CMU community celebrate early childhood. Thanks also to the families who sent single-word descriptions of their children for our Week of the Young Child display at school. Families describe our incredible children as “creative”, “enthusiastic”, “thoughtful”, “winsome”, “vivacious”, “inquisitive”, “radiant”, “energetic”, “endearing”, “friendly”, and so much more!